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Abstract The paper reports synthesis of nanoparticles of

Sr0.5Ba0.5Nb2O6 (SBN) and Co1.2-xMnxFe1.8O4 (CMFO) via

ceramic and hydroxide co-precipitation routes, respectively.

The nanopowders of SBN–CMFO0.1 (MSBN0.1) and SBN–

CMFO0.3 (MSBN0.3) are compacted together to form the

desired magnetoelectric/magnetodielectric (ME/MD) com-

posites.TheBi2O3 is used as a sintering aid.TheBi2O3 at three

weightpercent is observed to cause agglomerationofSBNand

CMFO particles and improve the magnetomechanical cou-

pling. The paper reports synthesis, structural and morpho-

logical studies on the MSBN composites. The composites are

investigated for their dielectric, ME and MD properties. The

results on the magnetocapacitance (MC) are observed inter-

esting and could be correctly understood in terms of the stress-

induced variation in the dielectric constant. The MC is

observed to remain fairly constant between 10 and 500 kHz

and possess a useful magnitude of nearly 4 %.

Keywords (SrBa)Nb2O6 � (CoMn)1.2Fe1.8O4 �
ME composites � Magnetocapacitance

Introduction

The composites of ferroelectric and magnetostrictive

compounds are known to exhibit a useful magnitude of

magnetoelectric coupling (Liu et al. 2009; Ostashchenko

et al. 2008; Ma et al. 2008; Dong et al. 2008). The magne-

toelectric effect in these composites is known to be due

to stress-induced change in remanent polarization of the

ferroelectric system in the magnetoelectric composites.

Therefore, these composites need the presence of ferro-

electric/relaxor composition possessing a useful value of

maximum polarization (Pmax), remanent polarization (Pr)

and piezoelectric coefficient(d), while the magnetostrictive

phase is required to possess a large value of resistivity (q),

magnetostriction (k) and low value of magnetocrystalline

anisotropy energy, i.e., low value of coercive field Hc. As

shall be seen in the next paragraph, the Sr0.5Ba0.5Nb2O6

(SBN) and Mn-substituted cobalt ferrite form a correct

choice for the formation of such compositions (Chen and

Tang Y 2004; Li et al. 2006). Further, recently the laminated

magnetoelectric (ME) composites of PZT-(MnZn)Fe2O4

(MZF) are observed to exhibit useful magnitude of magne-

todielectric coupling in the vicinity of electromechanical

resonance frequency (Gridnev et al. 2009). This phenome-

non was also attributed to the stress-induced change in

polarization and therefore the dielectric constant. At present,

the ME effect in such composites is better known but the

magnetodielectric (MD) effect has rarely been investigated.

Both the ME andMD effects in these systems are possible to

be understood in terms of Landau thermodynamic theory as

discussed by Zhong and Jiang (2008).

Most studies in the past focused on CoFe2O4, which was

applied as one of the constituent of ME composites for its

large magnetostriction (Boomgaard and Born 1978; Ma-

hajan et al. 2002). However, the ME voltage coefficient

was far smaller than the predicted value due to the poor ME

coupling between the CoFe2O4 and ferroelectric phase

probably due to the large anisotropy energy of the

CoFe2O4. Here, substitution of Mn at A or B site is
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observed to reduce the anisotropy energy and improve the

magnetomechanical coupling of the CoFe2O4. Therefore,

considering virtues of Co and Mn ions in the ferrite system,

Co1.2-xMnxFe1.8O4 (CMFO) has been selected as a piezo-

magnetic phase to form the ME/MD composites (Bhame

et al. 2006, 2007; Caltun et al. 2007; Paulsen et al. 2005).

As the physical properties of ferrites are dependent on the

details of process of synthesis, initially the ferrite system

CMFO is synthesized and investigated for its physical and

magnetic properties viz. electrical resistivity (q), saturation

magnetization (Ms), permeability (l), coercive field (Hc)

and coefficient of magnetostriction (k) as a function of

x varying between 0 and 0.4. For the present studies two

ferrite compositions are selected, first x = 0.1 where k is

maximum but q is comparatively low and second x = 0.3

where k is comparatively low but q is high.

Further, the relaxors ferroelectrics are known to have very

large electrostrictive response in addition to the piezoelectric

coupling; however, most relaxors contain Pb and their lack of

remanent polarization makes them unsuitable for piezoelec-

tric applications. An exception is the (Sr, Ba) Nb2O6 family

which can sustain remanent polarization after polling.

Therefore, investigations on ME and MD composites with

Sr0.5Ba0.5Nb2O6 (SBN) as a piezoelectric phase are observed

to be interesting (Chen and Tang Y 2004; Li et al. 2006).

Owing to the discussion above, the present paper reports

synthesis and characterization of ME and MD composites

yMSBN = yCMFO ? (1-y) SBN ? 3 % Bi2O3 w/w. The

paper reports ME and MD properties of the above system

for CMFO possessing x = 0.1 and 0.3. The parent com-

position CMFO and SBN are initially studied to confirm

the formation of the required SBN and CMFO phases and

particle size in nanometer range. The paper reports inves-

tigations on crystal structure, morphology, dielectric, linear

magnetoelectric coefficients (a), quadratic magnetoelectric

coefficient (b) and the magnetocapacitance (MC) defined

through the relation MC = ((e(H)-e(0))/e(0)) 9 100 %.

MC is determined with applied magnetic field, Hdc, parallel

and perpendicular to the applied ac electric field, Eac. The

dielectric properties are investigated as a function of tem-

perature from 300 to 470 �K and frequency (f) between 100

and 1 MHz, while ME and MD properties are determined

at room temperature as a function of f and Hdc up to 6 kOe.

The variation of a, b and MC are studied as a function of

f and sintering temperature Ts.

Experimental

Synthesis of CMFO

To achieve near atomic level uniformity of the constitu-

ents, the hydroxide co-precipitation route has been adopted

for the synthesis of Co1.2-xMnxFe1.8O4 (CMFO). The

Co(No3)2�6H2O, Fe(NO3)3�9H2O and MnCl2 of AR grade

are used as precursors for the hydroxide co-precipitation.

The precursors are dissolved in distilled water to form

nearly 40 mM solutions of the constituents and NH4OH is

used as precipitant. The precipitates are thoroughly washed

in distilled water keeping alkaline medium using NH4OH

(pH 9) (Gang et al. 2003). The dried precipitates are cal-

cined at 1,000 �C for 12 h, and final sintering is carried out

at 1,200 �C for 24 h in two steps with intermediate

grinding. The product of final sintering is formed as a

powder and also pellets of 1 cm diameter. The powder has

been used for the formation of magnetoelectric composites,

while the pellets are used for determination of q, Ms, Hc

and k. To form a magnetoelectric composite, the require-

ment is a high value of q, Ms, l, k and a low value of Hc.

As discussed earlier, the CMFO is initially characterized

for the determination of these parameters, and Table 1

shows variation of q,Ms, Hc, l and k as a function of x. The

variations of physical parameters are consistent with the

values reported earlier for CMFO system (Caltun et al.

2007). It could be seen that for x = 0.1 and 0.3, the

parameters are optimum for its use as a magnetostrictive

phase. For x = 0.1, k is maximum but q is low and for

x = 0.3, k is comparatively low but q is high, and therefore

the CMFO with x = 0.1 and 0.3 are selected as the mag-

netostrictive phase.

Synthesis of SBN

The SBN has been synthesized using standard ceramic

route of synthesis because the precursors required for co-

precipitation of niobium are not cost effective. High purity

([99.9 %) BaCO3, SrCO3 and Nb2O5 are used as precur-

sors. Considering the earlier reports, pre-sintering and final

sintering processes are carried out at 1,100 �C for 24 h, and

1,250 �C for 12 h, respectively, to form the fine-grained

SBN powder (Pathak et al. 2004; Kulkarni et al. 2006). Due

to pre-sintering and final sintering at 1,100 and 1,250 �C,

respectively, it is observed that the SBN with the required

TTB crystal structure and the required relaxor type of

Table 1 The variation of resistivity (q), saturation magnetization

(Ms), permeability (l), coercive field (Hc) and coefficient of magne-

tostriction (k) for CMFO

Co1.2-xMnxFe1.8O4 x Resistivity (q) Ms Hc (Oe) l k

0.0 17.96 9 106 265 60 553.62 92

0.1 6.9 9 103 252 68 1,154 147

0.2 6.16 9 105 181 67.50 856.15 128

0.3 3.46 9 106 179 52.50 734.0 115

0.4 1.95 9 106 172 60 913.24 65
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behavior, with a diffused phase transition (DPT) in the

vicinity of 103 �C, is formed in the present case. These

features are discussed in the fourth coming discussion of

the paper.

Formation of composites

The resulting powders of CMFO and SBN are ground

thoroughly to form uniform and submicron level particle

size. The powders of CMFO and SBN thus formed are used

to form the required ME/MD composites using the fol-

lowing formula

ðyÞCMFO0:1þ ð1� yÞSBNþ 3 % Bi2O3 w=w
¼ ðyÞMSBN0:1

ðyÞCMFO0:3þ ð1� yÞSBNþ 3 % Bi2O3 w=w
¼ ðyÞMSBN0:3

where 0.1 and 0.3 represents the contents of Mn in CMFO

and y = 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5.

The composites above are termed as yMSBN0.1 and 0.3,

respectively, during the course of further discussions.

Considering the earlier reports, the composites are formed

as pellet shaped samples of 1 cm diameter and three sep-

arate batches of the composites are formed with sintering

temperature Ts equal to 1,100, 1,160 and 1,225 �C for

yMSBN0.3 and two separate batches at Ts equal to 1,160

and 1,225 �C for yMSBN0.1. Three wt% of Bi2O3 is added

as a sintering aid to facilitate the formation of large-grained

composites at fairly low sintering temperature. This pro-

cess may improve the possible magnetomechanical cou-

pling of ME composites (Veer et al. 2008). Different

sintering temperatures are used to understand the effect of

sintering temperature on the dielectric and ME properties.

The HP4284A LCR-Q meter is used for the measure-

ments of dielectric constant and complex impedance

spectra. Custom built setups are used for the measurement

of the q, the linear a and b at 850 Hz and variation of a

with frequency up to 5 kHz (Salunkhe et al. 2008). To

understand the crystal structure of the CMFO, SBN and

MSBN composites, Bruker D8 advance XRD spectrometer

has been used, while the SEM pictures are obtained using

JEOL JSM-6360 SEM.

Results and discussion

The individual powders of the ferrite and the ferroelectric

materials are investigated for structural studies for confir-

mation of the formation of the desired phase and the esti-

mation of the particle size. The XRD spectrum of CMFO is

shown in Fig. 1. The reflections are in confirmation with

the JCPD data on cobalt ferrite possessing cubic spinel

crystal structure, with lattice parameter ‘a’ equal to 8.20 Å,

which is in confirmation with earlier reports (Bhame et al.

2006, 2007). Further, the XRD spectra showed that no peak

corresponding to any impurity phase occurs; thus, it could

be concluded that the CMFO powder of required spinel

crystal structure is formed in the present case. Using the

Scherrer formula, the particle size of CMFO powder is

estimated to be 52 nm.

Figure 2 shows the XRD spectra of SBN powder which

shows the reflections corresponding to TTB crystal struc-

ture and the spectra is in confirmation with the earlier

reports. The particle size of SBN is observed to be 35 nm

as determined using Scherrer formula (Jigajeni et al. 2010).

The parameters ‘a’ and ‘c’ determined from the XRD

spectra are a = b = 5.97 Å and c = 2.46 Å, respectively

(Jigajeni et al. 2010).

Figures 3 and 4 show the XRD spectra of composites for

0.4MSBN sintered at 1,100 and 1,160 �C, respectively.

The peaks corresponding to SBN and CMFO are separately

identified in the XRD spectra of composites. The XRD

spectra for remaining composites with y between 0.3 and

0.5 and for the sintering temperatures 1,100, 1,160 and

1,225 �C are similar to the XRD spectra as shown in
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Fig. 1 XRD spectra of Co0.9Mn0.3Fe1.8O4 (CMFO)
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Fig. 2 XRD spectra of Sr0.5Ba0.5Nb2O6 (SBN)
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Figs. 3 and 4. To determine the correlation between the

variation of relative intensity of the individual phases of

CMFO and SBN, the ratio of relative intensities of highest

intensity peaks of CMFO and SBN is determined as a

function of y. Table 2 shows variation of ratio of relative

intensities ICMFO/ISBN corresponding to (311) reflection of

CMFO and SBN, respectively. From the table, it is

observed that the relative intensity of (311) reflections of

the ferrite phase increases monotonically with increasing

y. This feature could be correlated to increasing content of

CMFO with y. Thus, the above observation indicates that

pure biphase composites are formed in this process.

Microstructure

Figure 5a–c show the SEM photographs for the composites

0.4MSBN0.3 sintered at 1,100, 1,160 and 1,225 �C, while

Fig. 5d shows SEM photograph for 0.4MSBN0.3 sintered

at 1,160 �C. All images show the formation of aggregates

of the individual phases grown up to 4 lm due to addition

of the Bi2O3 as a sintering aid (Veer et al. 2008).

Dielectric properties

Figure 6 shows variation of e at 1 kHz as a function of

T for the SBN and MSBN series. It could be seen that the

e versus T behavior shows a DPT at 103 �C. This DPT

corresponds to the signature of DPT of SBN at Tc =

103 �C (Pathak et al. 2004). Another interesting observa-

tion of e versus T behavior is that the e increases with T in

paraelectric region above DPT. The increase in the e is

faster for increasing y. This feature is known to occur

because of interfacial polarization occurring at boundaries

between the SBN and CMFO phases due to difference in

the resistivity (Jigajeni et al. 2010). Interfacial polarization

is known to be prominent at higher frequencies and

increases as T increases. The present observation suggests

that the increase in e in the paraelectric region appear to be

due the presence of interfacial polarization.

To investigate this feature further, the e versus

T behavior is determined as a function of f for all the

compositions. Figure 7 shows variation of dielectric con-

stant as a function of frequency of composite 0.4MSBN0.3

sintered at 1,225 �C. The behavior for other values of y is

similar to those in Fig. 7. The frequency is varied between

100 and 1 MHz and the figure shows a DPT at 103 �C

corresponding to the SBN phase. In this case also, as

reported earlier, after the DPT, the e increases with tem-

perature in the paraelectric region above Tc, the increase in

e is faster for lower frequencies as compared to the higher

ones. Therefore, it could be seen that the dielectric constant

of the composite consists of two contributions: one due to

the ferroelectric contribution of SBN and the other due to

the presence of interfacial polarization at the boundaries

between SBN and CMFO phases (Jigajeni et al. 2010).

Table 3 shows variation of e and Q at room temperature

and Tc, respectively, for the MSBN0.3 series. From the

table, it is observed that the dielectric constant e at room

temperature decreases with increase in y.

Magnetoelectric effect

The dynamic ME coefficient a = dv/(dH 9 d) and b = dv/

(dH 9 2ho) of the composites is measured at 850 Hz using

a custom-designed measurement unit (Salunkhe et al.

2008). Here v is the rms ac voltage developed across the

sample in response to rms ac magnetic field H and d is the

length of the sample.

Figure 8 shows variation of a as a function of y for

the MSBN0.3 composites sintered at 1,100, 1,160 and

1,225 �C, respectively, while the Table 4 shows variation
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Fig. 3 XRD spectra of yMSBN0.3 composite, y = 0.4 sintered at

1,100 �C
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Fig. 4 XRD spectra of yMSBN0.3 composite y = 0.4, sintered at

1,160 �C

Table 2 Variation of relative

intensities of (311) planes of

CMFO and SBN sintered at

1,160 �C, yMBSN0.3

y ICMFO/ISBN

0.3 0.25

0.4 0.44

0.5 0.51
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Fig. 5 a–c SEM picture for

0.4MSBN0.3 for 1,100, 1,160

and 1,225 �C, respectively, and

d for 0.4MSBN0.3 for

Ts = 1,160 �C
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of a with y. The a is observed to increase for increasing

sintering temperature, which could be attributed to the

increased grain size and resulting improved magnetome-

chanical coupling. This feature too is similar to observa-

tions on nickel ferrite and PZT systems (Shrinivasan et al.

2001); a is observed to pass through a broad maximum for

y = 0.4. This feature is attributed to the y 9 (1-y) type

of proportionality of a in the case of biphase composite

system. Further, the magnitude of a is known to be pro-

portional to (k 9 km 9 d)/e where k is coefficient of

magnetostriction, km is magnetomechanical coefficient, d is

piezoelectric constant and e is dielectric constant. From the

SEM pictures (Fig. 5a–d), it is revealed that the agglom-

eration of the SBN and CMFO particles occurred in the

case of y MSBN0.3 systems. The agglomeration may

increase with Ts and the magnitude of km and therefore

a increase as a function of sintering temperature as seen

in Table 4. This is evident from the magnitude of

a = 14.49 mv/Oe/cm for 0.4MSBN0.3 at Ts = 1,225 �C.

This shows the usefulness of Bi2O3 in forming the

composites.

Further, Fig. 9 shows the variation of a as a function of

log f for Ts = 1,160 �C. The observations for other sin-

tering temperatures are similar to the behavior in Fig. 9. As

discussed above, a is inversely proportional to e and as e is

observed to decrease with f, a is expected to increase with

f. The present observations are similar.

To determine the magnitude of b, the ME output (v) is

measured as a function of applied dc magnetic field, Hdc,

between 0 and 4.5 kG. It is observed that as y increases the

v increases with Hdc. This is expected from the propor-

tionality of ME output v with k. The k is known to follow

the variation of Ms with Hdc. As k increases with Hdc, the

ME output should also increase with Hdc as observed in the

present case. Table 4 also shows the variation of b as a

function of y. From Table 4, it is seen that similar to the

variation of a, b also becomes maximum for y = 0.4. a and

b both are expected to follow the relation y 9 (1-y) and

the present observation of b confirm this prediction. a

and b both pass through a broad maxima at y = 0.4, nearly

equal to y = 0.5 as expected for the relation above.

Though a increases for increase in sintering tempera-

ture, b on the other hand becomes maximum for Ts =

1,160 �C. It is expected that this feature could be reflected

in the magnitude of magnetocapacitance as shall be dis-

cussed in the next paragraphs.

Table 5 shows the variation of a and b as a function of

y and Ts for yMSBN0.1 composites. From Tables 4 and 5,

it could be seen that for the composites yMSBN0.1 and 0.3,

the magnitude of a is nearly same but b increases in

magnitude. The increased value of b may lead to an

increase in the value of magnetocapacitance. Also, the a for

Ts = 1,225 �C is observed to decrease with increase in y at

the cost of b increasing from 5 9 10-4 to 20 9 10-4 mv/

Oe2/cm for y increasing from 0.3 to 0.5.

Figure 10 shows the variation of tan d as a function of

frequency and applied magnetic field. tan d passes through

Table 3 Variation of dielectric

constant e and Q at 1 kHz for

the composites yMBSN0.3

sintered at 1,160 �C

y e at room temperature Q at room temperature e at 106 �C Q at 106 �C

0.3 975.77 4.28 1,701.7 3.68

0.4 841.7 3.22 2,246.9 1.87

0.5 689.69 2.57 2,368.2 1.28
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Fig. 8 Variation of a with y for MSBN0.3 composites sintered at

1,100, 1,160 and 1,225 �C

Table 4 Variation of linear and quadratic magnetoelectric coefficient a and b with y for the yMBSN0.3 composites sintered at 1,100, 1,160 and

1,225 �C

y a (1,100 �C)

mv/Oe/cm

a (1,160 �C)

mv/Oe/cm

a (1,225 �C)

mv/Oe/cm

b (1,100 �C) 9

10-4 mv/Oe2/cm

b (1,160 �C) 9

10-4 mv/Oe2/cm

b (1,225 �C) 9

10-4 mv/Oe2/cm

0.3 7.76 10.569 8.33 0.37 2.39 1.0

0.4 11.67 12.39 14.42 3.15 3.01 2.0

0.5 8.7 12.05 8.43 0.966 2.40 0.4
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a maximum for a frequency just above 500 kHz, which is

expected to be the EMR resonance frequency for the radial

mode of oscillations. It is also observed that the EMR

frequency is independent of variations of y, x and Ts. This

is expected because all the samples investigated possess

diameter at 1.2 cm.

Interesting observations are on the variations of dielec-

tric constant (e) as a function of applied field, i.e., the MD

behaviour. Figure 11 shows the variation of e as a function

of applied frequency (f) and applied magnetic field (Hdc)

for yMSBN0.3 and 0.1. In the present case, the MC is

determined in the two separate configurations of applied

magnetic field and applied ac electric field (Eac). In case

one, the Hdc as well as Eac are along the axis of disc, while

in case two, Hdc is along the radius of disc and Eac is along

the direction of disc axis. Figure 11 represent the obser-

vations of case one. The variation of e for other composi-

tion and sintering temperature Ts are similar in nature as

shown in Fig. 11. Table 6 shows the variation of MC as a

function of Ts both for case one and case two for

yMSBN0.1 and frequencies f = 10 and 500 kHz, respec-

tively. Further, Table 7 shows variation of MC as a func-

tion of y, Ts and for frequencies 10 and 500 kHz,

respectively. It is observed that the MC in case one is large

as compared to case two; therefore, only the variation of

case one is recorded for yMSBN0.3.

As a part of discussion on MC, it is interesting to note

the following behaviour. As discussed earlier, the MC

occurs due to variation of dielectric constant because of the

applied stress occurring due to the piezomagnetic effect in

the ferrite phase (Gridnev et al. 2009). Further, the MC

should be proportional to k 9 km 9 (de/ds), where k is

magnetostrictive coefficient, km the magnetomechanical

coupling coefficient, de/ds the rate of change of dielectric

constant as a function of applied stress. For k being posi-

tive, the stress would increase with increase in Hdc, while

for k negative stress would decrease with increase in Hdc

and, therefore, e increases with Hdc.

As discussed by Gridnev et al. (2009), the increase in

stress will cause increase in Pmax and, therefore, the e

decreases for increase in stress and vice versa. As e decreases

for increase in stress, the MC will be negative for positive k

and positive for negative k. Further, it is already reported and

discussed that the kk (parallel) is negative for CFMO com-

position, while k\ (perpendicular) is positive (Bhame et al.

2006, 2007). Also, it is observed that k\ is almost double that
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Table 5 Variation of linear and quadratic magnetoelectric coeffi-

cient a and b with y for the composites y MBSN0.1 sintered at 1,160

and 1,225 �C

y a (1,160 �C)

mv/Oe/cm

a (1,225 �C)

mv/Oe/cm

b (1,160 �C)

(mv/Oe2/

cm) 9 10-4

b (1,225 �C)

(mv/Oe2/

cm) 9 10-4

0.3 7.6 12.2 20 5

0.4 14.0 10.5 8 10

0.5 14.3 6.6 5 20

0.04
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Fig. 10 Variation of tan d with log f with applied magnetic field,

Hdc, for MSBN0.1 composites sintered at 1,225 �C
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of kk. As a conclusion to the above discussion, it is expected

that in the case of case one, whereHdc is parallel with Eac, kk
will play its role in the determination of MC, i.e., as Hdc

increases the stress reduces and e increases, and MC is

positive. Inverse will be the situation for case two and MC is

negative. It is also expected that MCk (parallel) should be

almost double of MC\ (perpendicular) as a product of the

comparative magnitude of kk and k\.

The present observations are in confirmation with the

qualitative logic as discussed in the above paragraph. MC

is positive for case one while it is negative for case two.

Also, magnitude of MCk is sufficiently large as compared

to MC\. As a part, variation of MC with y, it is seen that a

is maximum for y = 0.4 probably due to y 9 (1-y) rela-

tionship for the ME compositions. Further, it is also

observed that the MC increases for increasing b. From

Table 5, it is seen that for yMSBN0.1, the b is high for

Ts = 1.225 �C as compared to Ts = 1,160 �C. Therefore,

the MC should become maximum for Ts = 1,225 �C and

y = 0.4. The present observations are in confirmation with

the logic mentioned above. The magnitude of MC is sig-

nificant in the present case that is at 4.2 %. Further, it is

observed that unlike the MC due to the variation of inter-

facial polarization, the strain-induced MC in the present

case is fairly large even up to the EMR frequencies at

nearly 500 kHz (Catalan 2006).

Conclusions

It is observed that the Mn substitution at A-site in

Co1.2-xMnxFe1.8O4 causes the coefficient of magneto-

striction (k) to increase for x up to 0.1 only, though the

overall value of k remained more than that of cobalt ferrite

for x up to 0.3. It is observed that the samples with

x = 0.1–0.3 are useful to form piezomagnetic phase of the

ME composites. Further, the nanoparticles of the CMFO as

well as SBN could be produced via hydroxide co-precipi-

tation and ceramic routes of synthesis, respectively, as

detailed in the paper. The Bi2O3 is observed to cause

densification of composites and leads to a substantial

increase in the quality factor Q, ME coefficient a and mag-

netocapacitance (MC) of the MSBN composites. The obser-

vations on MC are promising and the results could be

understood in terms of Landau thermodynamic theory. The

MChas been observed to remain fairly constant forMSBN0.1

over a wide range of frequencies between 10 and 500 kHz.

Also, the magnitude of MC is sufficiently large for

0.4MSBN0.1. The present observation suggest that further

studies on ME composites are required to evolve composi-

tions possessing useful value of ME and MD properties.
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